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uniFLOW Online 2022.3 Release Notes
Type

Internal reference

Description

New Feature

MOMO-29298

New device UI was enabled for add-on devices.

New Feature

MOMO-12252

It is now possible to cancel a subscription in trial
mode at the end of the month.

Improvement

MOMO-28016

The incoming email provider is suspended after five
consecutive failed attempts to retrieve emails. The
administrator is informed about this by email and can
restart the service by saving it again.

Improvement

MOMO-27458

Added user re-authorization workflow to Automatic
User Export.

Improvement

MOMO-27452

The first row of Therefore Online reference fields are
no longer pre-selected. Users now need to select the
desired row manually.

Improvement

MOMO-27329

InkJet device print accounting will respect default
price profile and cost centers.

Improvement

MOMO-26872

List pagination indicators for the print jobs lists and
the cloud browser were replaced by a textual
information about the current page and the total
page count.

Improvement

MOMO-26869

Refresh icon replaces drag-down operation.

Improvement

MOMO-26847

Added PowerShell command for uploading a PDF
print job to a specific user's print queue.

Improvement

MOMO-26753

A new option for Single Selection fields allows the
user to select the None option in case the user does
not want to make a selection. In the special case of
SharePoint Online retention labels, it is now possible
not to assign a label to the document.

Improvement

MOMO-26274

Extended device status to cover low-power mode
scenario.

Improvement

MOMO-25857

Buttons are now interactive and have a visual
indication when they are pressed.

Improvement

MOMO-24181

Introduced Cost Center Manager user role.

Improvement

MOMO-23666

The support of uniFLOW Online accounting settings
for the currency symbol and the number of decimal
places was added to the price column of the print
jobs lists.

Improvement

MOMO-23535

If no Local Server Agent is available, scan profiles that
would use them are not displayed on the device UI.
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Improvement

MOMO-22424

Enabled direct printing when the SmartClient is
running in emergency mode and Storage location of
secure print job information as well as Storage
location of secure print job file are both set to
uniFLOW Online.

Improvement

MOMO-22368

Added option to configure proxy user name and
password authentication for the System account
used in the Local Server Agent.

Improvement

MOMO-22347

Introduced User Administrator role.

Improvement

MOMO-17512

Added the ability to disable/enable users via the UI.

Improvement

MOMO-16463

Added paper size setting to the <uniFLOW>
SmartClient printing defaults.

Improvement

MOMO-16367

Fix accounting of scan jobs to differentiate color and
b/w.

Improvement

MOMO-16124

Added support for eco-stapling to LIPS LX workflow.

Improvement

MOMO-14953

Deletion of user identities that are obsolete but are
needed to complete scan jobs is now prevented.

Improvement

MOMO-13365

Changed the behavior of the Remote UI login
password request.

Epic

MOMO-27663

Added OAuth 2.0 as an authentication method for
the outgoing email provider.

Epic

MOMO-26918

Improved the user experience when using MS
Universal Print.

Epic

MOMO-24648

Added an auto-release function for New Device UIenabled devices with the new device UI running on
the momclient.

Epic

MOMO-21117

Added option to supported scan profiles to allow
specific data to be extracted from the barcode using
RegEx and store the value into a meta field in the
target system.

Epic

MOMO-18192

Added support for Managed Metadata columns that
can be added to SharePoint lists or libraries, allowing
the site users to select terms from a specific term set.

Fixed issue (QA)

MOMO-30145

Resolved a potential problem where unfinished scan
jobs were not properly canceled on logout from
device.

Fixed issue (QA)

MOMO-29273

Resolved a potential problem in the SharePoint
connector where no files were listed in folders
containing a vast number of files.

Fixed issue (QA)

MOMO-29137

When receiving files to print from an external
service, a delayed retry is now attempted if the
external service states that too many requests have
occurred.

Fixed issue (QA)

MOMO-22638

Provided emergency login for users with PIN code
when using the image login widget on the
dashboard.
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Fixed issue (QA)

MOMO-16354

Fixed a problem where a uniFLOW SmartClient with
enabled Silent user registration incorrectly removed
a first print job after successful user registration and
incorrectly displayed an informational pop-up
window.

Fixed issue (QA)

MOMO-12261

Fixed a problem preventing the use of the biggest
paper size on smaller devices when using scan
profiles of the Scan business cards/ receipts to…
variety.

Fixed issue

MOMO-30693

The uniFLOW SmartClient now initiates its
connection to uniFLOW Online even if the network
interface changes during initial uniFLOW SmartClient
startup.

Fixed issue

MOMO-30254

uniFLOW SmartClients running in changing network
environments now don't cause traffic overhead
anymore, even if the network has different proxy
requirements that could previously cause massive
network noise due to concurrent connections to
uniFLOW Online being re-established.

Fixed issue

MOMO-30104

Fixed a bug in the uniFLOW SmartClient for Mac that
could cause the application to crash if no internet
connection was present.

Fixed issue

MOMO-29929

Fixed a bug due to which uniFLOW SmartClient popups were not placed in the foreground as expected.

Fixed issue

MOMO-29887

Emails sent to the Mobile Print address with the
email address in capital letters can now be printed.

Fixed issue

MOMO-29751

Fixed a bug in the uniFLOW SmartClient for Mac that
could cause finishing options, copy count, and duplex
printing settings to be ignored.

Fixed issue

MOMO-28918

Fixed problem in Scanning that could lead to the
folder selection for SharePoint Online being displayed
even though turned off.

Fixed issue

MOMO-28816

Basic explanation on using the Chrome Extension
now also displayed to users next to the Chrome Store
link.

Fixed issue

MOMO-28601

Added individual proxy authorization configuration to
the uniFLOW SmartClient to be able to submit proxy
credentials for IoT connections.

Fixed issue

MOMO-28593

Incoming email providers based on the GMail/O365
template are not reset to Manual configuration
anymore after sending an error email to the
administrator.

Fixed issue

MOMO-28527

In uniFLOW Hybrid mode, uniFLOW Release Stations
configured for a hybrid RPS now display a
Subscriptions tab after they are synchronized to
uniFLOW Online.

Fixed issue

MOMO-28488

The uniFLOW SmartClient for Mac no longer crashes
when printing while offline. A message will be
displayed to the user.
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Fixed issue

MOMO-28379

The uniFLOW SmartClient for Mac now allows a
larger selection of special characters to be used in
the job name.

Fixed issue

MOMO-28180

The uniFLOW SmartClient for Mac now retrieves the
help URL from the cloud.

Fixed issue

MOMO-28130

Corrected help URL in uniFLOW SmartClient for
Windows.

Fixed issue

MOMO-28096

Added basic validation to externally obtained OpenID
data.

Fixed issue

MOMO-28025

The DIF_MediaType setting is now handled correctly,
and requested hole punching settings are now
considered when printing and releasing A3
documents in the scenario where Storage location of
secure print job file is set to uniFLOW Online.

Fixed issue

MOMO-27844

Added an additional page in case duplex is detected
and an odd amount of pages has been processed.

Fixed issue

MOMO-27471

Improved the scalability of the uniFLOW SmartClient
auto-update and bulk-logging upload token handling.

Fixed issue

MOMO-26906

Fixed a problem with garbled jobname characters in
reports.

Fixed issue

MOMO-26783

Added code to avoid reboot when start option
Manually, then upon login is selected for the
uniFLOW SmartClient.

Fixed issue

MOMO-1706

Fixed a problem in the uniFLOW SmartClient .msi
package generator so that redundant files, folders,
and registry items are now removed during
SmartClient uninstallation.
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